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FNA-10

Transforming access reader
into a mobile app.

www.facenext.com

About FNA-10
Why do you need a fixed door access reader
when you have a powerful reader on your
hand? FNA-10 is the mobile app that
transforms any phone into a door access
reader without changing any existing system.
The app is easy to register and download and
easy to link with a corporate registry and
manage the access credentials across the
enterprise network domain. The mobile app
improves
security
by
reducing
proxy
identification, badge sharing. It reduces cost
by reducing card printing and enrollment. It
also offers improved guest access including
guest screening intelligence.

Features
•

Enrollment: Mobile App allows to enroll new users without needing for an
enrollment kit. Just takes photo fills up some more details and new user
gets registered.

•

Search the door: App pops up doors as it gets closer to a beacon. Dis
tance between beacon and the app is default as 3 meter which is config
urable. Once door beacon is found, app shows a notifications.

•

Accessing door : Two options to access door – a pin based entry, the
same old system , pass key will be send to the door controller from our

gateway with the door details to open or close. And other options is to use
face recognition. Again face is matches with identification and card data
base. Once the face is matched and card record is found , that is sent to
the gateway to door controller.
•

Sentra PTT : Facenext (FN)-10 has the built in integration with Sentra PTT for
remote assistance. That makes it easy to group communication and
emergency critical communion during a crisis moment.

•

FaceList : App shows the facelist as a log of all the successful or failed
identification. If a person is not identified, facelist shows the person as
unknown.

Conclusion
Billions were invested on existing technologies. Facenext brings a new way of
integrating AI powered technologies with existing system. Investing a simple
beacon and gateway can modernize any access control system.
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